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Editorial 

Dear Reader, 

 

the first quarter of the year is over. For 

many, a first milestone to take stock and to 

adjust further planning fine. 

Maybe the latest figures for the European 

call center market will support you in this. 

We have got the first results of the Euro-

pean Contact Center Benchmark Study 

(Phase 2) in a management summary for 

you. The website www.eccbp.be is now active and is continu-

ously updated. 

In two articles, we take a look behind the scenes of successful 

customer service at PAYBACK and Direct Line.  

Many awards were held just before and after the new year. 

We report here on some and we are pleased that many com-

panies of our member associations were present, as well as 

our partner Competence Call Center. 

Went to press, we received the message that now the devel-

opment of a standard for customer contact centers is aimed at 

ISO level. The kick-off meeting will take place in July and EN 

15838 it is likely to play a central role. We will keep you up to 

date.  

So enjoy this ECCCONews and a beautiful spring with a lot of 

inspiring moments. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

Manfred Stockmann 

Vice-President ECCCO 

In this issue you will read about: 
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The voice portal behind the PAYBACK customer service 

Points, prizes and other advantages 

Currently the largest – and most success-

ful – bonus points program in Germany is 

PAYBACK. A scheme whereby consum-

ers, using just the one card, can collect 

points at approx. 30 retail companies and 

cash them in for money or prizes. Alter-

natively, they can donate their points to 

an ambitious UNICEF project or A Heart 

for Children, a German charity. 

To ensure that the bonus points program 

stays a success in the future too, the Mu-

nich-based PAYBACK company has set 

itself the highest standards in terms of 

customer satisfaction. All the services run 

by PAYBACK are required to live up to 

these standards – including, of course, 

the CreaLog speech dialog system which 

acts as the backbone of the phone service 

in place for PAYBACK customers. The 

following report will show how this state-

of-the-art Voice Portal solution works 

and what benefits it has in store for PAY-

BACK users. 

  

Faster self service on the phone – 

points info and more 

“Look, Thorsten, that’d be just the right 

present for your parents,” says Christina 

Busch, pointing at the Cordless Philips 

Phone & Answering Machine illustrated in 

the latest PAYBACK prize catalog. “Yes, 

looks really good, has been given a good 

rating and it comes with a second hand-

set,” her husband agrees. “But have we 

got enough points?” Christina pauses. 

“Hmm, I’m not sure. Why not give them 

a call and check? The service number is 

on the back of the PAYBACK card.” 

“And what can I do for you?” the friendly 

voice says, after greeting Thorsten and 

asking for his PAYBACK customer num-

ber. Totally surprised – he had been ex-

pecting to tap in digit after digit – Thor-

sten is lost for words. And all he had 

needed to do was answer the prompt 

with a key phrase such as “Bonus Points” 

or “I’d like to know how many points I 

have.”  

The PAYBACK service quickly helps him 

out of his dilemma and suggests a number 

of different topics. Thorsten interrupts 

the announcement to choose “Points 

Info”. Without hesitation, the Voice Por-

tal asks him to identify himself and then 

gives the required points update. “We’ve 

already got 8,150,” says Thorsten, de-

lighted. “Now we only need to collect a 

couple more and then we can order that 

cordless phone!” 

Martin Streinz,  

Head of Customer Service,  

PAYBACK GmbH 
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No rigid menu structure – intelli-

gent FAQ module has the answers 

As the example shows, CreaLog’s state-

of-the-art speech recognition system, i.e. 

the Voice Portal, makes sure that the 

customers receive the information they 

are looking for via input of keywords or 

even whole sentences. All the relevant 

topics can be accessed from the main 

menu, and callers can also ask about the 

PAYBACK charity actions or the latest 

top offers. 

Which is the reason why 

PAYBACK now uses the 

CreaLog FAQ Module in 

its customer phone ser-

vice? This speech dialog 

innovation enables the 

use of natural language 

information and FAQ sys-

tems on the phone. If, for 

instance, the customers 

ask open-ended questions 

such as “How do you ac-

tually collect PAYBACK 

points?” or “How can I 

donate my points?”, then 

the intelligent user appli-

cation will analyze the 

caller’s query and present 

the appropriate answer. 

To respond to questions 

that are perhaps slightly 

unclear, the Voice Portal uses the same 

answer database used by the website or 

the FAQ information system at the call 

center. 

Changing personal details via voice 

recognition – no sooner said than 

done. 

Should the Busch family want to move 

house, they will need to update their per-

sonal data at PAYBACK and ensure, for 

example, that there is no delivery address 

mix-up. This can now be taken care of 

quickly, conveniently and automatically 

via the speech dialog system. After the 

customer has been identified, the Voice 

Portal will first ask for the postcode and 

then the road and 

the house number. 

Just to be on the 

safe side, the details 

are repeated and the 

caller can confirm 

with a simple “yes” 

or “right” or “OK” 

… and the address 

is changed. But 

that’s not all. At the 

end of the natural 

language dialog, cus-

tomers can input 

their new phone 

numbers and their 

email addresses too. 
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About PAYBACK 

PAYBACK GmbH, with 

head office in Munich, runs 

the most popular bonus 

points program in Germany 

and achieves the greatest 

customer satisfaction, ac-

cording to a study pub-

lished by Emnid. Also, ac-

cording to GFK, another 

large market research com-

pany, around 60% of all 

German households have a 

PAYBACK card which they 

use to save up to € 180 a 

year. Consumers can use 

the card when shopping at 

bigname retailers to collect 

and accumulate points for 

cashing in or gaining prizes. 

Participating companies 

include Aral, Galeria Kauf-

hof, realsupermarkets and 

WMF Tableware. To date, 

PAYBACK scheme mem-

bers have donated a total 

of € 3 million to UNICEF. 

The Payback GmbH be-

longs to the Loyalty Partner 

Group and is a subsidiary of 

American Express since 

2011. 
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High-tech speech dialog solution 

meets the highest requirements 

Thanks to CreaLog’s state-of-the-art 

speech voice recognition technology, call-

ers will find the dialog menu easy to use. 

What is more, the Voice Portal offers 

one essential customer-friendly advan-

tage: the PAYBACK service is always ac-

cessible without any queuing or annoying 

BUSY tones. “And that was basically our 

main aim when opting for the Voice Por-

tal from CreaLog,” says Martin Streinz, 

“to make available to the PAYBACK cus-

tomers a fast and convenient telephone 

answering service – 24/7 and 365 days a 

year” 

The PAYBACK man-

agement have other 

further demands on 

the Voice Portal so-

lution, one of which 

was “tangible cost 

reductions.” But how 

does that go together 

with commitments 

such as “customer 

satisfaction” and 

“round - the -c lock 

availability”? Martin 

Streinz has a compel-

ling argument. “It’s at 

call center level that 

you can reduce over-

heads. In the past, the advisors at the 

PAYBACK Call Center have had to give 

the points info themselves over the 

phone and it’s precisely that kind of ser-

vice that is easy to automate – simple 

procedures that the Voice Portal can 

take over. Then, when it comes to more 

complicated things such as complaints or 

detailed queries about ordering prizes, 

advisors are on hand to deal with the 

matter personally. 

 

Higher quality through analysis 

Question: So how is it possible to con-

tinue improving such a versatile and cus-

tomer-friendly solution and the services 

it involves? Answer: CreaLog offers cli-

ents like PAYBACK a very special ser-

vice. By analyzing customer 

call recordings and statistics 

on a regular and systematic 

basis, CreaLog and PAYBACK 

are able to gain important 

new insights which the Mu-

nich-based speech dialog spe-

cialist can then use to develop 

ongoing measures for improv-

ing the Voice Portal system all 

round. 

 

„We are really impressed 

with CreaLog“ 

Just how easily the callers can 

handle “their” speech dialog 

system can be derived from 

the results of follow-up sur-

veys or polls by market research groups. 

The acceptance values for PAYBACK are 

significantly higher than for comparable 
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Martin Streinz 

„Our experiences 

with CreaLog over 

the last eight years 

has been excellent.“ 
Martin Streinz 
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applications – as measured by the strict 

criteria applied in a recent study carried 

out by the Fraunhofer Institute. Martin 

Streinz explains the successes achieved 

with the Voice Portal as follows: “Our 

experiences with CreaLog over the last 

eight years has been excellent. The col-

laboration has been remarkable for a true 

spirit of partnership and a high degree of 

flexibility. Innovative approaches and fast 

turnarounds exactly meet the demands 

that a market leader such as PAYBACK 

faces.” 

 

 

 

 

 

About CreaLog 

A cutting-edge company with all the best ref-

erences across 26 countries, CreaLog is the 

leading vendor of speech dialog solutions in 

Europe. The fully web-administrable CreaLog 

VoiceXML Platform operates with more than 

41,000 installed lines at 400 clients in over 30 

branches of industry. Key industries are fi-

nance, utilities, trade, service, telecommunica-

tions and media. Voice Portals from CreaLog 

ensure the highest standard of dialog quality 

on the basis of natural language speech recog-

nition. The portals are able to recognize and 

intelligently process a large number of words 

and whole sentences in 44 languages.  

 

CreaLog Portals also 

s u p p o r t  h u m a n -

sounding speech syn-

thesis systems from the 

world’s leading suppli-

ers. The Voice Portal, 

Unified Messaging and 

CTI Solutions for cor-

porate customers and 

telecoms won Best of 

CeBIT Awards in 2005, 

2006 and 2008 for the 

products ‘Interactive 

Voice Video Response’ 

and ‘CreaVoice FAQ’, a 

natural-language infor-

mation and FAQ appli-

cation.   

 

 

 

 

 

Photos: PAYBACK 
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If you like to know 

more about the 

CreaLog solutions de-

scribed here, you can 

turn to Jürgen Walther:  

Simply call him up – under 

the number  

+49 / 89 / 324 656-32  

– or send an e-mail to juer-

gen.walther@crealog.com. 

He would be glad to be of 

assistance to the readers of 

ECCCO News.  

Our clients include major 

corporations such as Hy-

poVereinsbank, PAYBACK 

and the Sparda Banks, in-

teractive TV channels in 

Germany such as 1-2-3.tv 

and Sky, and telcos and 

value-added service pro-

viders such as Vodafone 

and Telekom Austria TA 

AG. 

For more information, 

please visit: 

www.crealog.com 
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European Contact Center Benchmark Study 

The 2012 European Contact Center 

Benchmark has the ambition to purvey 

the European Contact Center market 

with its first comprehensive overview. 

This report is the first large scale Euro-

pean study of contact centre market 

structure/organization across the differ-

ent countries in Europe. Covering 30 

countries in Europe, this survey provides 

a detailed account of the similarities and 

differences in structure and practices 

across widely diverse national contexts 

and cultures.  

Mission Statement and Scope 

Create value for individual companies and 

contact centre sector through the reali-

sation of a reliable, up-to-date, independ-

ent, comprehensive benchmark of the 

contact centre industry in Europe                                                                                                                          

www.eccbp.be 

This undertaking is only possible with the 

full support and assistance of our spon-

sors and of the European Confederation 

and its national associations. 

The dramatic growth of the contact cen-

tre industry is a world-wide phenome-

non, fuelled by advances in information 

technologies and the precipitous decline 

in the costs of voice and data transmis-

sion over the last two decades. As part of 

this global industry, contact centres in 

Europe have experienced spectacular 

growth in the last ten years. 

Our findings suggest that the contact cen-

tre sector has emerged with a fairly com-

mon growth path, mainly different in 

time, but with much similarities in evolu-

tion process and steps. We do observe a 

substantial convergence of the more ma-

ture markets over roughly the last 5 

years, and strong growth for countries 

and sectors catching up 

 It serves a broad range of customers in 

all industry sectors and offers a wide 

range of services from very simple to 

quite complex. 

 It is an important source of employ-

ment and new job creation every-

where. 

 The mobility of contact centre opera-

tions has led many to view this sector 

as a paradigmatic case of the globaliza-

tion of service work. 

 And we find that the contact centre 

sector looks quite similar across coun-

tries in terms of its markets, service 

offerings, and organizational features. 

 But beyond these similarities, we find 

that contact centre workplaces take 

on the character of their own coun-

tries and regions, based on distinct 

laws, customs, institutions, and norms. 

 The ‘globalization’ of call centre activi-

ties has a remarkably national face. 

 Our summary highlights the similarities 

among countries, as well as the differ-

ences between them. 

This report is the 

first large scale 

European study of 

contact centre mar-

ket structure/

organization across 

the different coun-

tries in Europe. 
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Key Findings 

 3.4 mio jobs, 1% of active population in 

Europe 

 2.4 mio positions 

 Over 35.000 contact centers 

 Contact Center industry grows at  

4.5 % per annum, recession free 

 20% outsourcing 

 75% inbound activity 

The coverage of over 30 countries of the 

European continent provides a patch-

work of, often incompatible, data sets 

and substantial blanks in each of the un-

derlying figures or estimates. The compi-

lation of all the available information, 

both public and private, and the subse-

quent gap reduction and filling in on the 

blanks is the initial stage of the project. 

The figures reported here are the result 

of a first ‘normalisation’ effort relating the 

available figures to a common under-

standing and nomenclature. 

The definition of the market is wrought 

with difficulties, as different definitions 

abound. 

The traditional technical definition, 

whereby a contact center is defined by tis 

distinctive technical characteristics, still 

holds strong in mainly newer CC-countries. 

This more restrictive identification, histori-

cally privileged by outfit-suppliers, gives a 

combined total of at least 2.4 million 

seats or positions. 

The organizational definition, requiring a 

clearly identified organizational entity to 

qualify as a contact center, covers the mid-

field of the definitions, whereas the most 

mature, functional CC definition with its 

focus on the services delivered rather than 

the technical or organizational underpin-

nings is at the vanguard of this field. 

Each of the definitions can double up with 

a capping, typically requiring a minimum 

size (e.g. 10 positions or jobs) to qualify as 

a contact center. These thresholds leave a 

substantial pool of potential growth un-

tapped and unrecorded and by the same 

token, put a drag on the reported growth 

figures. 

Market size is not only a question of posi-

tions but also, and mainly of employment 

and revenue. The economic weight in 

revenue of the sector will be near impos-

sible to gauge as the major part of the 

business is done in-house without specific 

reporting on the revenue or business 

value of the contact center activities.  

The importance of the sector in the la-

bour market on the other hand is easier 

to substantiate: the 3.4 mio jobs in the 

sector account for nearly 1% of the active 

population in Europe, or even 1.6% if we 

compare to tertiary employment instead 

of the total labour market.  

United Kingdom is by far the biggest CC 

market in Europe, followed by the other 

big countries. Ireland, the Netherlands 

and Belgium punch above their relative 
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The European Contact 

Center Benchmark is a 

joint venture between 

Areia Consultoria S.L. 

(Spain) and Call 

Communications 

(Belgium), with the 

support in 2012 of  

ASC (Germany),  

Orange Business 

Services (France), 

Holydis (France), 

Randstad (Netherlands), 

Altitude Software 

(Portugal), T-Group 

(Belgium), Competence 

Call Centre (Austria). 

For 2013, we are 

grateful for the renewed 

support of Competence 

Call Centre, Altitude 

Software, Orange 

Business Services and 

Holydis, and welcome 

Genesys (Sweden), Ebos 

(Belgium) and 

Plantronics (UK) in our 

steering committee.  

The initiative is 

endorsed by ECCCO, 

the European 

Confederation of 

Contact Centre 

Organisations. 
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economic weight as they show a bigger 

CC penetration.  

The sector keeps growing structurally 

at an annual pace of 4.6 % in employ-

ment and 4% in positions. 

 

 

European Market Overview © 

 This European average, albeit weight ad-

justed, masks the huge difference be-

tween countries and growth perspec-

tives. One of the key achievements so far 

is to be able to provide a market over-

view © on two quantitative axis, rather 

than the previous, subjective “maturity 

appreciation” as the axis to offset growth 

against. The overview© below displays 

the growth rate, expressed in employ-

ment, corrected for the overall employ-

ment growth of the country concerned – 

so as to represent the degree to which 

the contact center industry of a given 

country grows faster (or slower) than the 

overall employment growth. 

Whereas the newer CC countries, mainly 

in Eastern and Southern Europe, report 

expansive growth, another set of coun-

tries seem to be in sync with the overall 
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Countries _Market Size # CC_Market Size # CC2_Avg CC size

Germany 6900 21,10% 56

United Kingdom 5650 17,28% 115

France 3500 10,70% 49

Italy 2085 6,38% 55

Russia 2060 6,30% 38

Netherlands 1770 5,41% 115

Poland 1602 4,90% 41

Spain 1376 4,21% 56

Turkey 1050 3,21% 47

Switzerland 905 2,77% 34

Conjunctural

Expansive

Steady

Poland
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conjuncture of their country, with 

growth stabilising or flattening out. It is 

our understanding that the more mature 

markets, with up to 3.7% of the active 

population employed in our industry, are 

more subject to conjuncture influences; 

as contact center activities have been im-

plemented in nearly every sector and 

business line, the overall momentum 

slows down and gets in line with the gen-

eral economic indicators of the (home) 

country). 

 

Germany 

If we take a more detailed look at Ger-

many, in comparison to its Western 

European counterparts on one hand and 

the entire European CC market on the 

other hand, we can make the following 

observations: 

 Germany presents a higher ratio of 

outbound activities (30%) compared to 

both European and Western European 

Cluster averages 

 The outsourcing ratio, at 23%, is fairly 

similar to the Euro-

pean average, yet 

substantially higher 

than its western 

European counter-

parts 

 

 

 Average call center size is substantially 

below the other averages, indicating a 

fairly fragmentized contact center land-

scape, and the average size seems to 

be shrinking further 

 The new growth rate, announced at 

1.3%, is substantially lower than the 

previous figure quoted at 3.3%, and be-

low the cluster average for Western 

Europe; could the characteristics 

(higher ratios of outbound and out-

sourcing) explain the fact that the Ger-

man contact center market would be 

more sensitive to the economic cycle 

and slowdown ? 
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„One of the most 

challenging tasks 

that we currently 

face is data quality 

control. “ 
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 As 1.2% of the active population is op-

erating in the contact center industry, 

this is above European average, but 

well below the average for its neigh-

bors in the Western Europe; this 

would leave ample growth potential, 

but obviously not fully tapped yet. 

Growth Perspectives 2022 

The overall growth perspectives for the 

entire market for the following decade 

can safely be projected at 5 %, with an 

additional 1.5 mio people employed in 

the sector by 2022. The growth is spread 

un-evenly over the different clusters, and 

is driven by the following trends: 

 Eastern Europe – strong growth >10% 

 Central Europe – steady growth > 5% 

 Southern Europe – potential +8% per 

annum – 

 Crisis could drive faster move to 

“remote” customer interactions, E.g. 

density of retail banking in Spain and 

tendency to replace branch offices 

by contact center service delivery 

 Western & Northern Europe – 1-2 % 

above GDP Growth, mainly fuelled by 

ongoing tertiarisation & de-

materialisation and further integration 

front & back office activities 

 In general, with a stronger growth 

drive from inbound activities, in-house 

contact centers and B2C, Business-to-

Consumer, activities. 

 

Additional Data 

The available data report at least 35.000 

contact centers, with an average size of 

74 positions.  

1/5 Contact center activities are re-

ported to be outsourced, with an out-

sourcing employment pool of over 

600.000. The ratio outsourcing: in-house 

tends to drop in line with the overall ma-

turity of a market, as outsourcing is regu-

larly one of the first implementations of 

professional contact center activities. But 

this observation is subject to caution as in 
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„The overall growth 

perspectives for the 

entire market for the 

following decade 

can safely be 

projected at 5 % .“ 
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growing markets, quite often in-house 

contact centers are poorly identified in 

the available datasets, thereby inflating 

the outsourcing figures. 

Inbound activities are reported to ac-

count for 75.8% of activities, weight ad-

justed. 

From a human resources point of view, 

the preliminary findings give us the fol-

lowing data (averages, not weight ad-

justed): 

 72 % of the individuals employed are 

Female 

 Average age is 25-30 years 

(mathematical average at 27.25 y.) 

 55% tends to have a Full Time contract 

 Absenteeism and churn are reported 

at an average 6% and 20 % respectively 

 Supervisory ratio tends to be on aver-

age 1:13 

The data compilation will be kept up to 

date, with an additional effort of further 

gap reduction and normalization, accessi-

ble online  “www.eccbp.be”.  

Acknowledgments 

The overall contribution of this vibrant 

sector, both in activity and in employ-

ment, calls for a more reliable set of data, 

be it for policy making or for business de-

cisions on investment or localization. The 

outcome of the efforts will be published 

in a white book to be available as from 

April 2013.   
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Business Talk 

 

From a process to a customer-orientated approach  

Anke Schiller talks about the innova-

tive customer service strategy of  

Direct Line Versicherung AG 

 

Since 2002 the Direct Line Versi-

cherung AG has been active on the 

German market. The third largest auto-

motive direct insurer in Germany has 

already more than half a million custom-

ers – with a tendency to rise.  

In the CCC lounge at the CCW end of 

February 2013 in Berlin, Anke Schiller, 

Director for sales, customer service and 

claims answered questions about the in-

novative customer service concept of the 

direct insurance company.  

Since 2003 Competence Call Center has 

been supporting Direct Line as an Out-

sourcing Partner. 

 

“Ten years ago we started our partner-

ship. Beginning in Sales, we soon won the 

trust of our partner and also took over 

the topics service and claims – since 

2010 we are working as the exclu-

sive outsourcing partner”, says Call 

Center Manager Christoph Müller. 

 

The main team is located in CCC Berlin. 

During the extremely busy periods when 

the volume goes up four to ten 

times, the project is handled in several 

CCC locations.   

„Besides a higher volume during the year 

we currently sense that the year-end 

peak around 30th of November is 

getting even sharper. This requires 

huge flexibility on the side of our part-

ner”, says Anke Schiller in the press 

talk.  

Anke Schiller 

Director Sales, Customer 

Service and Claims 
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Business Talk 

 

 

Around one third of all customer inquir-

ies are answered by CCC and the service 

cannot be differentiated from that of an 

internal Direct Line employee. 

“This is what makes our project so suc-

cessful: the long-term partnership, 

the built-up and linked know-how 

and the existing trust between us, it is 

visible in every single customer contact. 

Our companies fit together culturally and 

on the emotional level very well. Consid-

ering that 75% of every communica-

tion take place on the emotional 

level this is a 

highly important 

success factor. 

Besides all proc-

esses and KPIs 

we didn´t forget 

the most impor-

tant part of cus-

tomer service: 

the human be-

ing”, Schil ler 

states.  

Against this back-

ground Anke 

Schiller took an 

innovative ap-

proach: with the 

founding of re-

gional, self-steering agency teams, the 

main target - customer retention - 

has been increased by 10%. 

The “One Call philosophy” means 

that all customer inquiries should be 

solved fast and in an uncomplicated man-

ner in the first customer contact - with-

out any time limits. KPIs are only there 

for orientation and planning.  

 

Anke Schiller about the initial situation: 

“80% of our processes were standardized 

and automatized and a certain limit was 

reached. The remaining 20% could not be 

displayed and measured with KPIs. This is 

where we had to put our focus on.” 

The call routing enables callers to reach 

their responsible teams - if desired also a 

certain agent. 

“Can a cus-

tomer be loyal 

to a brand? For 

sure they can 

be loyal to a 

t e am t he y 

make positive 

e x p e r i e n c e s 

with. Our cus-

tomers must 

never get the 

feeling of being 

a number in the 

system. Cus-

tomer loyalty 

is the third 

step after 

customer sat-

isfaction and customer retention. If 

customers approach us actively and want 

to stay with us, we did things right”, 

Anke Schiller is convinced by this ap-

proach.  

 

  Direct Line Building in Teltow south of Berlin 
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The “One Call phi-

losophy” means that 

all customer inquir-

ies should be solved 

fast and in an un-

complicated manner 

in the first customer 

contact - without 

any time limits. 
Anke Schiller 



Business Talk 

 

 

Also in the Social Media topic Direct Line 

Versicherung AG is leading in the indus-

try. The car accident app of Direct Line is 

the most downloaded app in the car in-

surance business across Germany. 

 

With Live Chat the company opened an-

other channel together with CCC: “Our 

experience revealed that we generate 

new sales and increase our conver-

sion rate. Live Chat is an additional 

channel for us, which will not replace the 

telephony services. Many of our custom-

ers appreciate the direct contact and the 

personal talk with a service professional 

on the phone. If a team shares the wish 

to deliver best customer service, no 

process can ever be better in improving 

service quality.”   

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

The Direct Line Versicherung AG is part of 

the British RBS Insurance division and a sub-

sidiary of Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS). 

The brand name "Direct Line" goes back to 

the British Direct Line, which was founded in 

1985 in the UK. Based in Croydon Direct 

Line UK became the largest direct insurer in 

the UK motor insurance market. Currently, 

you can find Direct Line outside of the UK 

with insurance activities in Germany and 

Italy.  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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At the Contact Center 

World Awards 2013 the 

Direct Line and Competence 

Call Center are nominated in 

the category „Best Out-

sourcing Partnership“. 

The EMEA Event takes place 

from 1st-5th of July in Vienna.  



Information 

 

SEPA - The final countdown to be prepared in time 

What is SEPA? And Why is it im-

portant for everyone? 

 

Safe and efficient payments, throughout 

Europe 

 

The Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) is 

a project to harmonise the way we make 

and process retail payments in euro. The 

goal is to make payments in euro and 

across Europe as fast, safe and efficient as 

national payments are today. SEPA en-

ables customers to make cashless euro 

payments to anyone located anywhere in 

Europe, for example by credit transfer, 

direct debit or debit card. 

 

SEPA countries 

 

The Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) 

initiative aims to overcome technical, le-

gal and market barriers between coun-

tries in order to create a single market 

for retail payments in euro. The SEPA 

territory consists of 32 European coun-

tries and also includes countries which 

are not part of the euro area and the 

European Union. 

 

Stakeholders and legal framework 

 

The SEPA project was launched by the 

European banking and payments industry 

and is supported by EU governments, the 

European Commission, the Eurosystem, 

and other public authorities (like The 

ECOFIN council, The European Pay-

ments Council (EPC), European clearing 

and settlement industry, Cards Stakehol-

ders Group (CSG)). Agreed standards, 

technical requirements, and a common 

legal basis are the foundation for pay-

ments within the SEPA area, irrespective 

of the countries involved in the transac-

tion. 

 

Migrating to SEPA 

 

Two new SEPA instruments were intro-

duced in 2008 (SEPA credit transfer) and 

2009 (SEPA direct debit). EU Regulation 

No 260/2012 establishes the technical 

and business requirements for credit 

transfers and direct debits in euro. The 

regulation is also referred to as the 

“SEPA end-date regulation” and defines 

the deadlines for the migration to the 

new SEPA instruments.  

The deadline for the euro area is 1 

February 2014 and for non-euro area 

Member States 31 October 2016. As of 

these dates, the existing national euro 

credit transfer and direct debit schemes 

will be replaced.   

 

 

 

 

 
Information provided and copyright by the Euro-

pean Central Bank (ECB). 
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Download your free ECB-

brochure “SEPA in a nutshell”: 

 

http://www.ecb.int/paym/sepa/

pdf/SIBOS_2012_SEPA_in_a_

nutshell.pdf 

The deadline for  

the euro area is  

1 February 2014 ! 



Advertising 
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www.crealog.com/en 



Review 

 

Stevie Awards 2013—Gold for Samsung and CCC 

Gold for Samsung and CCC at the 

Stevie Awards for Sales and Cus-

tomer Service 2013 

 

In the category „Front-line Customer 

Service Team of the Year“ the customer 

service of the international electronic 

company was awarded with the much 

sought-after gold trophy. 

Samsung Electronics is the global leader 

in High-Tech Electronics and digital 

media. Competence Call Center has 

been supporting Samsung Electronics as 

an outsourcing partner from the loca-

tions in Berlin, Dresden, Vienna and 

Zurich since 2011. Support is provided 

in the forms of telephony customer con-

tact, as well as in written services, includ-

ing live chat and Facebook. 280 employ-

ees answer 1st and 2nd level inquiries 

in 3 languages.  

 

At the Stevie Awards Gala in Las Ve-

gas, USA, the “Business Oscars” were 

awarded at the end of February. Samsung 

and CCC impressed the expert jury in 

the category „Front-line Customer Ser-

vice Team of the Year“. 
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Simon Relph, Presenter of the Awards (l.) and Paul Gauer, CCC-Project Manager (r.) 



Review 

 

 

„What makes our partnership so suc-

cessful are the high technical expecta-

tions towards our employees as well 

as the focus on employee motiva-

tion and loyalty. Each agent has exten-

sive knowledge about Samsung, the brand 

and the product. Agents are required to 

always know about the latest hardware 

and devices in order to help the custom-

ers in the most efficient way. In the year 

2012 we have offered 22.00 hours of 

training to our employees at CCC. 

We are very happy that this engagement 

and commitment has again been re-

warded. My sincere congratulations”, says 

Marcus Nessler, Senior Manager Cus-

tomer Relations, Samsung Electronics.  

In Experience Labs CCC employees 

receive regular on-site coaching’s and 

carry out “self-studies”. They are asked 

to deal with TVs, mobiles, cameras or 

Home Appliances and even get “Home-in 

Samples” delivered to their places.  

 

“The MFFA Team (Motivation Force 

for Assistance/Agents) carries out regular 

team events, like barbecues or sporting 

events. The great loyalty and motiva-

tion of our employees, combined 

with the high technical know-how 

make them Top Service Professionals for 

Samsung customers”, says the proud 

CCC Project Manager Benedikt Dor-

mann.  

 

In the internal Samsung customer service 

ranking the CCC team has been ranked 

within the Top 3 in the last 6 

months. This ranking includes 41 Sam-

sung Contact Center worldwide.  

For the 5th time in a row Samsung 

received first place from the 

“German Institute for Service Qual-

ity” for the service quality of the given 

answers.  

 

„Following the needs of Samsung, CCC 

pro-actively built up a totally new loca-

tion in Dresden to provide enough space 

for the project. During the ramp-up 

phase an interim office was established 

in only 4 weeks. In 2012 we moved to 

the final office in the “Dresdner 

Spitzenmanufaktur”. In the past two years 

our HR team has built up a team of 400 

employees there”, CCC Co-CEO 

Christian Legat describes the start of 

the successful business partnership.   
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About the Stevie 

Awards for Sales and 

Customer Service:  

More than 1.100 submis-

sions from all over the 

world were submitted at 

this year´s „Stevie Awards 

for Sales and Customer 

Service“. 140 jury members 

have identified the best 

amongst them. The Stevie® 

Awards are awarded in four 

topics: Sales and Customer 

Service, Women in 

Business, International 

Business und American 

Business. 

Paul Gauer, CCC-Project Manager  



Customer Management 

Multimedia Competence 

Review 

 

CMMC Italian Awards 2013  

Italian Award, the competition for 

the attribution of the Prize for the 

best outsourcing partner in the 

categories: telesales, customer care 

and digital interaction took place in 

Milan, January 23rd.  

This initiative responds to the aim of re-

warding the outsourcing companies that 

have made outstanding contributions to 

have taken a leading role in the market 

for these services in Italy. 

The prizes were awarded according to 

the judgment of a Committee consisting 

of the heads of some of the main Com-

pany Clients from various sectors - tele-

communications, utilities and financial - 

that have identified the winners based on 

a ranking defined by specific criteria, pre-

paring the grounds for any prize awarded. 

The companies that are positioned in first 

place in each of the three categories will 

be used for the year 2013 the brand 

(located in the upper left corner) that 

identifies the award and will help to rec-

ognize the market. 

In the category "customer care" won 

Transcom WW for ethical qualities 

(transparent management of the relation-

ship of the end user) and the ability to 

maintain adequate operational flexibility. 

In second and third place were, respec-

tively, Abramo Customer Care and 

Datacontact. 

The winner in the category 

"telesales" was Visiant Contact, for 

the ability to understand the dy-

namics of the market and take 

care of the needs of the customer. 

In second and third place were, in 

order, Datacontact and In & Out 

Teleperformance. 

For the category "digital interac-

tion" is the winner Abraham Cus-

tomer Care, for services Social 

Caring, Crm with semantic en-

gines that interpret customer re-

quirements. 

In second place was the Group Call & 

Call for support services for e-

Commerce. 

We awarded two "special awards", one 

for Phonetica - for the construction of 

Video Reception, multi-sensory platform 

that serves to welcome visitors to a com-

pany - and one for Fire - for leadership in 

the field of debt management and integra-

tion with customer care.   
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For more information 
contact:: 
 
CMMC Club -  
Laura Cappetti 
Via San Vittore 6 
20123 Milan 
tel: +39 0272021195   
email: info@club-cmmc.it  



Announcement 

 

 

In November 2012 Competence 

Call Center presents the CCC Book 

in 5 languages. 

 

The customer service culture is in transi-

tion. While until recently it was enough 

for companies to respond to customers, 

companies are now increasingly expected 

to be proactive in their striving to gener-

ate happy customer service experiences. 

In this book “Best Customer InterAC-

Tion”, you can find out how, in the age of 

multichannel and social media, you can 

generate exceptional customer experi-

ences, and what measures you can take 

to win over the hearts of customers and 

proactively maintain sustainable customer 

relations. 

The best international case studies, ex-

pert statements and industry trends: this 

book provides a glimpse into the chal-

lenges and drivers of the different indus-

tries and delivers exclusive insights into 

companies who are one step ahead when 

it comes to positive customer interac-

tions in the contact center. The CCC 

book Reloaded “Best Customer In-

terACTion – Creating exceptional 

Customer Experience in the Con-

tact Center” tells you what customers 

want, how to master the balancing act 

between costs and quality, and how you 

can use simple principles to create, design 

and assess outstanding customer and em-

ployee satisfaction.  

Join us in looking forward to examples of 

best customer interaction in the CCC 

book 2012!   
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European Call Centre and Custo-

mer Service Awards 2013 

 

The 2013 European Call Centre and Cus-

tomer Service Awards will take place 

during a festive dinner-event on Wednes-

day 2nd October 2013 at London Hilton 

Park! 

Entry deadline on 24th May 2013   

 

More information under: 

http://live.callcentre.co.uk/page.cfm/link=7 

More information under: 

http://www.yourccc.com/en/

news/best-customer-

interaction-1.html 



Upcoming Dates and Events 2013 

April 

16-18/04 SECA, Paris 

 

May 

23/05 CCMA Ireland Annual Con 

  ference, Naas, Co. Kildare 

 

July 

01-05/07 Contact Center World  

  Awards; Vienna 

 

September  

26/09 Swiss Contact Day, Bern 

 

 

October 

02-03/10 CallCentre Expo, London 

 

10/10 16th Call Center Convention, 

  Paris 
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